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i have a friend who is a huge fan of the hunger games books and had been following the story of katniss everdeen and president snow ever since the first book
was released. she goes to the movies a lot, and she goes to the hunger games movies with her friends. when the first one came out, she didn't think it was that

good, but she watched it anyway. its a hunger games hackathon, not a school-style competition. its a celebration of the best inventions in the hunger games
world, says depalma. it begins with an invitation to the public to invent a character that theyre passionate about. the hunger games brand is a powerful one. the
books are iconic, and so is katniss, but what really sets them apart is their message of empowerment, says depalma. thats something thats been a focal point of
our campaign, and thats really at the heart of why people support catching fire and are excited to see the movie. in the second movie, the audience is the spark,

but in catching fire, its the people, says depalma. theres a sense of community and cooperation, a message that says, this is a revolution of the people. this is
where the people come together. theres a lot of chatter about what the third hunger games movie will be like, but i dont think it matters, says depalma. weve

come to the conclusion that what makes this movie so special is the fact that it fits into this world. depalma doesnt necessarily think that catching fire will appeal
to everybody. its a story that has a lot of culture-defining moments, theres a lot of production design, special effects, and a lot of people, and there arent many

people who will be as excited about that as we are.
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the hunger games is less about dealing with the problems of the world, and more about finding a way to be a kind of
hero in the context of a particular system, says depalma. youre often dealing with a government that has been
corrupted by a few people who are very much out of touch with the people who actually have to live within that

system. director gary ross is not the sort to put his foot in his mouth and inflate an idiotic foam ball. when he has a
contractually-obligated sequel in mind, he shows it. when he doesn’t, his directorial talents do not deteriorate, which
is probably no surprise to the thousands of tweens and teens who are now familiar with his most recent directorial

effort, seabiscuit. but that film’s sort of charmingly prosaic quality is more attributable to ross’ penchant for
understatement than his talent. the trailers for catching fire all but guarantee that the sequel will have more gravitas
than its predecessor. it’s a safe bet, though, that only ross can pull off the trick. so, is the hunger games catching fire

a good movie, even though it isn’t much of a movie? the answer is that it’s a good film, and it’s a clever one that
builds on the strengths of the first film, but it has to overcome a few issues to become a great movie. for example,

it’s too long and can’t keep its scenes and characters interesting for the duration. you can’t come away thinking the
movie has done a great job unless the first film left you thinking, “that’s not a bad way to waste two hours of your
life.” and you have to be willing to tolerate the ugly cgi as the special effects get more time and money thrown at

them. 5ec8ef588b
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